




the field at night, unwalled, unbordered, 
outside, it rests, unwalled, outside, what is not a field is a room, the bed, folded, 

the stool too, wooden, 
folded, 

in the room, here, no, field instead, field›s expanse, to fall instead, a passage 
afield, to fall, borders 

folded, 
folded 

passsage 
instead, afield instead, with each breath, is how it goes, through thick gloom, a hurried 

shape, clandestine 
too, to hurry

 clandestinely, 
to hobble, 

fall, to hobble, 
still, and fall, stumbling 

now, across fields to stumble, 
falling

 now, into 
mud, to fall, to rest, in the mud, to rest, to be others

 too, there, with ragged
 contours,

 undefined, without a body
 proper, 

and to say so, in the room to say so, the body there, to say nothing
 or admit defeat, or to stray, to stray instead, in silence

 to stray, in numbness,
 if  leg is stiff, an intolerable

 weakness,
 leg›s stiffness,

 still to stray, in stiffness
 to stray, yet to stray, still, in weakness,

to stray, too weak but still to stray, to turn to field instead, in place of  room, astray instead, in stillness,
instead, poor legs to stray, to stray with pocketed

 stone, in stone›s sequence, 
matter

 unbound, clearly
unbound, sequence

unbound, alone to collide and back again, a migrating
limit, 

bound to earth instead, to dirt, to filth instead, to filth bound, to field›s mud bound, the limit, 
is how it goes, in the bed, in the room, confined by walls, heavy 

head, bent, chest, neck stretched, flesh poorly 
enough, no, afield instead, a scurrying

shape, hurried,
Clandestinely, 

afield instead, into 
field, to fall, into 

ditch, fallen,
in the ditch, a presence

there, in the ditch, but vague, a presence, 
dim, from room to field at night, across field and into 

ditch, into 
mud, figure
to fall, into 
ditch, into 

mud, on belly 
flat, a figure

impoverished,
from field to ditch, impoverished

shape to rest, to sleep, in open, 
ditch, to rest there, from field to ditch, to rest, near the clearing, 

to rest, then to turn, near the clearing 
to turn, in the morning, 

to turn towards the turn, to turn, towards the end, to turn then turn yet again, to the end and further

still, still not enough, now, not enough, far enough and not, further 
still, not enough to pass from room to field, from field to ditch,  not enough, dislodged, elsewhere
and dislodged, unbound and other, 
elsewhere 
and other, 
clearly 
other, 
clearly, 
to prefer never 
to regret, never 
to have to regret, but to wander 
still, to wander 
instead, to wander 
without regret, not to walk further 
but to wander 
instead, to wander 
still, not enough, enough not to walk, to wander 
further 
afield, to ditch, with crutches 
or without, with bicycle, 
with stones, six stones in one pocket, in impeccable 
succession, 
pocketed, 
to mouth, this succession, 
by mouth to other 
pocket, 
unbound, to other pocket,
 from pockets 
unbound, by mouth unbound, from numbers 
unbound, new pocket 
then, from old to new, from trousers 
to jacket, 
left to right, then to turn, the stone, unsucked now, until exhausted, 
the sequence, 
to the bones, exhausted, 
to dry bones, through earth looped, through noise and matter
 looped, through dirt and filth looped, then stretched, from body to ditch stretched, and folded 
then, in mud folded, 
around itself  it folds, and bends, in mud bent, the sequence, 
bent, to bend, here, in ditch, forehead
 to knees, in mud, to tremble 
but slightly, 
a tremble, 
then to turn, from ditch›s 
wall to elsewhere, 
to dig, in the ditch, belly 
flat, to dig, in the mud, to dig, hands in mud, then to dig, continue 
then, ditch in ditch, no, hole in mud, hole to drain, the mud, to pool, the hole, its surface 
to mirror 
the skies then to rise, from ditch to rise, maldjusted, 
to rise, then to slip, silently, 
pace slip with breath, then back into 
ditch, to slip, in mud, to slip, into 
ditch, into 
hole, into 
pool, blank, still, the pool, to slip then to fall, fragile, 
to fall, remembering 
the light, the bones rather, the fluids, the wound, drained, the wound, then the salt, the pressure, 
in the breath, is the salt, the pressure 
too, its rhythm
a measure, 
towards the open
encounter, 
towards a joy, impoverished, 
to tend towards the turning, 

to tend towards joy, to turn to joy, at each breath, to be turning, 
to turn, breath paced now, in silence, 

still, to rise again or not, to hobble
onwards, then fall, rise, to listen, 

listen 
then,  to fall, rise again, to hobble 

on, to fall,  to listen, 
fall again, to fall,  then to listen, 

lying down, to listen, 
enough now, is not enough, and again, to fall again, still not enough, the ditch, flat there, on belly 

flat, in ditch, flat, never to give up, not to stop, even for an instant, 
to proceed slowly

instead, stones to pass, pocket
to mouth, another
yet again, another

to mouth, then out, two in mouth, in pocket, 
then mouth, is how it goes, stones to circulate, 

from matter 
to matter, 

to trim reason
 to nought, from matter 
to nought, from silence

 to nought,
 suddenly,

 not nought,
 not enough, to begin then pause, is not enough, the same stones, looped, the stones, still, where silence

 resounds, empty, enough now, enough said, is not enough said, never
 enough, not enough to breathe, not enough, to pace breath with stones, then to rise, to pace footfalls

 with breath, counting
 the steps as they fall, then to fall again, and on it goes, into 

mouth it goes, stone into 
mouth, to suck, then not, to shift, there, in the hole, in the ditch, from hole into

 mouth, stone turns to stray, less conform, without principle, 
the remains of  light, it arrives silently, 

now to limp instead, in the light to limp, to turn outwards
 to limp, towards stillness,

 in still speech, nothing,
 still, then to try, a depth too, a sinking

 depth, in ditch the depth, eyes wrung, in depth, close, and closing
 still, with the twist and the slip, closing, 

slow enough, slowness 
still, is how it goes, to turn not to room, not to return, to turn to stray, instead, to stray otherbodied,

a thing among others, otherbodied, 
without origin, 
in dead static, 

embodied, 
collapsed then, with the slip collapsed, twisted, 

bent and on belly 
stretched, 

in ditch stretched, 
flat into

 ditch stretched, too deep a ditch, too short a leg, crutches 
too long, a pull rather, 

to dribble 
then, it remains, to dribble, 

fluids between stones, in mouth, to dribble 
then suck, stones to shift, then loop, movements 

looped, in thought, in circles 
they emerge, not to be grabbed, not to be held, in circles passing, 

ungrabbed, on water›s surface, 
ungrabbed, passing 

then gone, deep into 
ditch, and gone, into 

hole again, and  gone, across field and into 
ditch, into 

hole, into 
depth,  turned into 
loss, looped and gone, to remain, instead, with footing 
less, with sight less, with shrouded 
eye, in felt, the eye, in lard and fat, the shrouded 
eye, it matters not, not sight nor vision, into 
mouth it goes, is how it goes, on lost ground now, with leg too stiff  to dig into 
mud, voice to loop instead, in speech, to loop, the voice instead, locked into distortion 
again, over, less and into 
it again, less again, then looped, the loss, feel the matter 
pressing, 
gone, in pool to dissolve, the loop, to dissolve, to enter, the forgetting, 
then gone, to understand, it shifts, dimly, 
as echo, dim, now the echo, looped, but dim, the echo, still, then silent,
enough to speak or not to speak, 
never 
to cease, is never 
enough, to remain, in the hole, in the ditch, to remain, never 
to return, fingers› 
impression, one finger 
extended, another in clay plunged, stray fingers, 
elsewhere, 
mud to water, slow then still, into stillness
instead, not an absence, 
to know nothing, 
say nothing, 
capable 
of  saying
nothing, 
knowing
 nothing, 
to try and try again, nothing 
said to be known, is nothing 
said, in noise, into 
distortion
 bent, to merge always, 
impure, never 
to emerge, it becomes, always,
 broken, 
in breach, is how it goes, to know emptiness 
instead, to fall instead, things scattered 
to gather, 
in ditch, to gather, 
now, waiting 
instead, in hole in ditch, waiting, 
eyes in mud shut, remains of  static 
then, sharp, bent, as fingers 
bend, a voiceless 
bend, not to return but to bend, outwards, 
to bend instead, a loss instead, cut doubly, 
then looped, is how it goes, exhuasted, 
across fractured 
field, exhausted, 
until turned, to loop, yet again to loop, for another 
turn, then dust remains, static 
and dust, the clearing, 
in dust,  lifeless 
enough,  enough to bury body in mud,  yet to speak still,  to know nothing
of  nothing,
yet to speak, still, to speak, exhausted, 
to speak, speech looped, mirrored
and looped, folded
and looped, and into mouth it goes, into mouth it bends, dissolves in breath, exhausted
breath, then gone, yet again, into static 
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